TASTstrategy online meeting: 26 January 2021
Meeting minute
Present: Albina Khasanzyanova, Sophie Joffredo Lebrun, Céline Baribault, Konstantinos Karras
Loredana Patrascoiu, Claudia Draganescu, Ruxandra Folostina, Jose Gijon Puerta, Emilio Lizarte Simon,
Eugen Avram
Excused: Michel Perrinel, Ioannis Theodorou, Nikos Papadakis, Miguel Botella Lopez

1. Discussion about the IO1: questionnaires
Powerpoint presentation (attached) from José about questionnaire design.
Calendar:
-

In two weeks, the questionnaire will be sent to the 22 experts to have a first evaluation.
End of February, the questionnaire will be sent to the students of UGR
Questionnaire will be refined/ Validation
In March or April, questionnaire will be sent in every faculties

Kostas: Should we send the questionnaire in English or in national language?
José: Most students understand basic English, it would be better in national language.
Each partner should send to questionnaire to at least 250 students (the goal is to have 250 answers)
The questionnaire for teachers is the same as questionnaire for students, it should be complementary.
Focus group for teachers could be more useful and qualitative data.
About the materials: José received materials form RO, FR. Albina sent him materials from GR. We
should have a dropbox or drive in common to share these documents.

2. Frist transnational meeting
We were supposed to have our first transnational meeting this month. Due to the situation, we will
continue to work online, and maybe meet in France in June or July.

3. Communication
Kostas share the links to the project website, and the project Facebook page. The feedbacks are
positive.

https://taststrategy.eu/
We should add the link to each University on the website.
We should also prepare in advance what to post
(https://www.facebook.com/TASTstrategy-106994388011787)

on

the

Facebook

page.

The Facebook page can be linked to the “News & Events” section of the website.

4. Management plan and partnership agreement
We should have a management plan, and name members of “management group”. A proposal will be
sent by e-mail. José asks if someone from the international office can be named in that group. Albina
says it is better if it is someone who takes part to the project. For example, worst case scenario, if a
partner does not complete their tasks, the management group is here to find solutions.

Céline says she needs the signed partnership agreements in order to have it signed by the rector of
UCO and initiate the first payment. Kostas says he did not receive the last version. Céline will send it
back to him right after the meeting.

Next meeting: 2nd March 9:30-11:00

